August 20, 2021

Board Memo 060-2021: USPS Opening Eligibility for Higher-Level Field EAS Positions

Executive Board,

The USPS intends to allow the field to post the following positions on August 31 with a 7-day posting period, through September 6. These postings are open to all career EAS (Field, District, USPS HQ RIF and non-RIF Impacted).

- EAS-24 & 26 Postmasters
- EAS-23 & 25 MPOOs
- All EAS plant managers

Additionally, USPS is affording Operations the ability to post all EAS vacancies in several locations with a significant number of vacancies and with immediate needs such as Chicago, Baltimore, New York City. The Postal Service will reevaluate the remaining number of RIF impacted employees next week and determine when to post additional positions.

NAPS encourages active NAPS members to have their eCareer profile updated in preparation for future EAS posting opportunities.

Please share this information with your membership.

Thank you and be safe.
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